RHODE ISLAND BIBLIOGRAPHY

THESES ON THE NEW DEAL


WPA WRITTEN WORKS

*Folklore and History: Man Who Couldn’t Keep His Head*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools*.)

*Folklore and History: Pawtucket Then and Now*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA*)

*Folklore and History: Poor General Prescott*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools*.)

*Folklore and History: Samuel Slater*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the city of Pawtucket*)

*Folklore and History: Second Only to Washington*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools.*)

*Folklore and History: The Ghost of William Dabney*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools.*)

*Folklore and History: The Leap Across Purgatory*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools.*)

*Folklore and History: Under Yonder Trees*, radio script, 1940. (*WPA, sponsored by the Department of Public Schools.*)


*Rhode Island Labor Laws*, 1941, 12 pages. (*WPA, sponsored by the Rhode Island Executive Department.*)

Senior High Radio Workshop, appears to be a series of 11 radio scripts, 1941. (WPA, sponsored by the Providence Department of Public Schools.)

West Side High, appears to be a series of 6 or more radio scripts, 1941. (WPA, sponsored by the Providence Department of Public Schools.)